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If there’s anything Atlanta rappers are good at, it’s dashing out quality
material in almost no time. Gucci Mane has released 76 albums, EPs,
and tapes in 11 years. Young Thug’s currently on his fourth in the last
year; Future’s on his sixth. iLoveMakonnen threatened to be just as
prolific by recording 12 songs in two hours for an ORG, Inc. video. But if
there’s anything his second EP iLoveMakonnen 2 makes clear, it’s that
Makonnen should take his sweet time recording, if only to not end up with
anything as half-assed as this EP again.

Makonnen has a lot going for him: his untrained, warbling voice rivals
perhaps only Thugger’s as far as distinctiveness, and he refuses to stick
to one style despite being perfectly comfortable making spartan street
rap. But one of his biggest strengths, as expressed on his fantastic 2014
debut EP iLoveMakonnen, is his enthusiasm. This is a man who raps and sings about slinging coke with a
disarming, almost childlike glee; the guy seems to absolutely love his art. But on much of iLoveMakonnen 2, he
barely sounds like he’s trying, let alone interested.

This is most conspicuous on opener “Forever.” It starts out with one of Makonnen’s most beautiful choruses,
centered around a “yup yup/you do” refrain that’s so pretty it hurts. Then the drums drop out, his un-Google-able
buddy 1st drops a sexist trainwreck of a verse, and Santigold inexplicably wanders in to mumble a bit at the end. Its
lack of drums makes it feel positively endless – until it ends mid-Santi to transition into the far superior “Trust Me
Danny.” There’s no cohesion; it feels as if Makonnen simply stepped out of the way after his verse.

But “Forever” is nowhere near as egregious as the two endless drunk-dial ballads that impede the EP’s momentum
towards the end. “I Loved You” is six minutes – six minutes! – of mumbled romantic cliches with only a marginally
catchy hook; it’s like watching the love scenes in Attack of the Clones. “Being Alone With You” is more interesting
lyrically, so it’s the better of the two, but you’re likely to miss the subtle details – Makonnen’s girl’s new boyfriend has
braces, an interesting touch – amid a stagnant beat and Makonnen’s drowsy, half-hearted murmuring.

The most interesting songs are the ones that actually keep some sort of momentum throughout. “Trust Me Danny” is
a maximalist banger that finds Makonnen positively screaming the titular hook, his voice soaring over a tangle of
blaring synths from its producer and namesake Danny Wolf. “Second Chance” is an economical DJ Mustard ditty
that clocks out at a breezy 2 minutes and 47 seconds, about the length of one of the ‘60s pop songs from which it
seems to borrow its hook. Best of all is “Where Your Girl At?” an archetypal Southern banger whose hook is a
guttural Bruce Lee noise that gets more exaggerated and revolting with every repetition

It’s hard to tell why Makonnen sounds so disassociated here. The guy’s been a music blogger, cosmetologist, and
potential Air Force recruit. Could rapping just be another thing he wanted to try out that he’s now bored of? If so, will
he stop when he knows he’s through or will he continue pumping out sub-par releases a la Lil Wayne? Perhaps the
only thing more distressing than iLoveMakonnen 2’s substandard quality is its lack of answers.
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